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***Please note that these comments are a personal view, and do not necessarily represent the positions of any organisation.***

How can we fill the open archives?  Let’s recruit organisations to help.

One way to get the archives filled is to look at why any organisation might want them filled, and a good way to do this is to follow the money, that is, look at the accountability processes:

My main point is that we are not starting from a blank sheet of paper here
	we are going into a domain where there is existing activity which is relevant to open archives,

and we should work with this activity, not against it or in a way that duplicates it.

What are the existing accountability processes, that is, who has to report on what, to whom?
	How might open archives make these processes work better?

How might accountability processes be altered to improve the prospects of open archives?  (with all attendent benefits that we’ve heard about)?

Researchers report on their research:
	Researchers are accountable to research funders; this is one reason for the ESRC funding Regard http://www.regard.ac.uk/, a submission-based bibliographic record of the research output of the ESRC-funded researchers.

Researchers are accountable to their institution, though this is a complex accountability because of academic freedom considerations.  In an important sense, academics haven’t thought of themselves as employees of universities (eg copyright in research papers).  Hence, reporting on research to institutions has been fairly ad hoc.  The University of Bristol at least has IRIS http://www.iris.bris.ac.uk/, a submission-based bibliographic record of the research output of the institution.
Researchers are accountable to their discipline, via conferences, networks, professional associations, submission to REPEC (economics), Arxiv (physics) and so on.  So, they participate / contribute and help to organise these.

Institutions report on the research in their departments:
	(In the UK) to HEFCE, via the RAE, although this is a complex accountability because of the importance of institutional autonomy (mirroring in some ways the ‘academic freedom’ complexity in researchers’ accountability to institutions).  The important point to note (well established by research Woolgar (1991) Beyond the citation debate: towards a sociology of measurement technologies and their use in science policy. Science and Public Policy, 18, 319-326.) is that assessment procedures such as the RAE do more than measure activity, they also structure activity – that is, they have an effect on the very thing that they are trying to measure.
	The RAE is one major reason for the University of Bristol funding IRIS.


Research funders report on the research they have funded:
	(In the UK) to the Office of Science and Technology (a branch of Government).  This is one reason for the ESRC funding Regard.  Again, though, this is a complex accountability because the research councils fund independent research, not research specifically for Government.  The accountability is more in terms of the quality and value of the research, rather than its direct usefulness for Government.


Now, both IRIS and Regard make considerable efforts to get researchers to submit metadata.  Regard contacts over 2000 researchers every year.  It is a condition of an ESRC award that award holders submit information to Regard, and evaluators of future applications for funding may consult Regard for evidence of a researcher’s track record.  Even so, Regard is by no means a complete record of the outputs from ESRC research, and IRIS is by no means a complete record of the outputs from the University of Bristol.

Why not?

Because neither the “carrot” nor the “stick” in these arrangements is clear enough:
	Carrot: researchers would be keen to use both Regard and IRIS to publicise their research (i) if they thought that was important, and (ii) if they saw Regard and IRIS as being really useful resources for research users.  However, neither Regard nor IRIS is currently as useful a resource as it might be, and as it would be if the full text were available.  Regard’s market research backs this up Jacobs, N. (2004) Don’t tease the reader: techniques for making social sci-ence CRIS more useful to research users.  Paper to be presented at the EuroCRIS conference “Putting the Sparkle into the Knowledge Economy”, Antwerp, May 2004..
	Stick: the penalties for not submitting to Regard or IRIS are insufficiently obvious (both the direct penalties, and the lost research impact).


The solutions follow…

Be tactical…
It is important to be clear that the goal of open archives is research dissemination to improve research.  It is also important to have a clear idea about who will fund and mandate open archives and why.  Their reasons may not simply be to improve research, but may also have a more instrumental element.  Advocates of open access should exploit this.
Although the prime benefit of open archives is to “research”, “research” is an abstract noun – it does not have a funding stream or organisation to support it.
Who will fund open archives, mandate deposit in them, and support the necessary advocacy and efforts for cultural change among researchers? (within institutions, research councils, and elsewhere)
Who is going to be the champion for open archives in any real context?
Is it those responsible for:
	reporting on performance (as in the above accountability scenarios), so that open archives are a branch of research assessment / evaluation?

ensuring that the management and administration of research is conducted well, so that open archives are a branch of management information?
disseminating research to those outside higher education, so that open archives are a branch of marketing, or knowledge transfer?
managing the organisation’s information assets, so that open archives are a branch of knowledge management?
We need to build alliances between these people, bearing in mind the systems and procedures that are already in place.  These are the arenas that the operating business case for open archives will be won and lost.

